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Protect Your Liver with Milk Thistle 
 

See the article below about “new research” on Milk Thistle. 
 
Milk Thistle is an herb that has been used in Chinese Medicine, and other traditional 
cultures, for over 2000 years to treat Liver Cirrhosis. It is a great herb that everyone should 
supplement with on a regular basis considering all the chemicals we are exposed to from 
our food and the environment.  
 
The liver has to process everything we ingest and everything we inhale and everything we 
put on our skin. By avoiding chemicals as much as possible and turning to “natural” 
alternatives, we can help to minimize the damage to our liver. 
 
Trish 
 

Milk Thistle Herb Protects Cancer Patients from Chemotherapy-
Associated Liver Toxicity 

 
ScienceDaily (Dec. 27, 2009) — A new study finds that the herb milk thistle may help 
treat liver inflammation in cancer patients who receive chemotherapy. Published early 
online in Cancer, a peer-reviewed journal of the American Cancer Society, the study 
indicates that the herb could allow patients to take potent doses of chemotherapy 
without damaging their liver. 
 
Chemotherapy drugs frequently cause inflammation in the liver, and when they do, doctors must 
often lower patients' doses or stop administering the therapies altogether. Clinical studies have 
investigated using milk thistle to treat liver damage from cirrhosis (from alcohol) or toxins (such as 
mushroom poisoning). Despite limited study data, the herb is often used for the treatment of 
chemotherapy associated liver problems. To test whether milk thistle could help treat 
chemotherapy associated liver problems, Kara Kelly, MD, of the New York-Presbyterian 
Hospital/Columbia University Medical Center's Herbert Irving Comprehensive Cancer Center in 
New York City and colleagues conducted a randomized, controlled, double blind study in children 
with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), who commonly experience this side effect. 
 
Fifty children with ALL were enrolled in the study and were randomized to receive milk thistle or 
placebo for 28 days. At the start of the study, all of the children had evidence of liver inflammation 
as measured by elevations in blood levels of the liver enzymes, aspartate amino transferase (AST) 
and amino alanine transferase (ALT). When the investigators performed liver function tests on the 
children at day 56 (28 days after receiving the herb or placebo), children receiving milk thistle had 
improvements in their liver enzymes compared with children receiving a placebo. Specifically, the 
group that took milk thistle had significantly lower levels of AST and a trend towards significantly 
lower levels of ALT. Taking milk thistle also seemed to help keep fewer patients from having to 
lower the dose of their medications: chemotherapy doses were reduced in 61 percent of the group 
receiving milk thistle, compared with 72 percent of the placebo group. In addition, milk thistle 
appeared to be safe for consumption. 
 
The researchers also studied the effects of combining milk thistle with chemotherapy on leukemia 
cells grown in the laboratory. They found that milk thistle does not interfere with the cancer-fighting 
properties of chemotherapy. 
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"Milk thistle needs to be studied further, to see how effective it is for a longer course of treatment, 
and whether it works well in reducing liver inflammation in other types of cancers and with other 
types of chemotherapy," said Dr. Kelly. "However, our results are promising as there are no 
substitute medications for treating liver toxicity." 

 
Reference website: 
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/12/091215172325.htm?form_372.replyids=1&form_363.re
plyids=1&form_346.userid=215&form_346.replyids=5350 
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